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Dear investors, business partners,
friends and colleagues,
For redos, 2018 was another year full of highlights and exciting events. With the
Rhein-Ruhr Zentrum, our largest modernisation project to date, we are currently
creating a new shopping and leisure destination in the Ruhr area. The project marks
another highlight in our partnership with Morgan Stanley Real Estate Investing, which
now dates back almost a decade. We also made significant progress in the past year
with our refurbishments in the Berlin area – Havelpark Dallgow and Brandenburger
Einkaufszentrum Wust – which belong to the “Christie” portfolio that we hold as a
co-investor with Madison International Realty. In addition, further acquisitions for our
Union Investment special AIFs “Redos Einzelhandel Deutschland” and “Redos Einzelhandel Deutschland II” were completed. As a result, we expanded our portfolio to
74 locations throughout Germany in 2018. All in all, redos today manages assets with
a value of 2.5 billion euros and a million square metres of space.
[ from left to right ]
Oliver Herrmann Managing Director | Head of Business Development
Carsten Wimmer Managing Director | Head of Finance
Torsten C. Wesch Managing Director | Head of Fund Management
Christine Hager Managing Director | Head of Shopping Center Asset Management
Carola Obermöller Managing Director | Head of Investment Management
Frank Eckervogt Managing Director | Head of Acquisition
Klaudia Herrmann Managing Director | Head of Leasing

We achieved the aforementioned milestones among others thanks to close cooperation with our partners and the outstanding commitment of our colleagues. We are
looking forward to further successful collaboration in the future.

Yours,

redos memberships
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2.5
billion
euros

Independent experts in retail real estate

The redos Group is one of the leading independent German retail property specialists. We invest
in large-scale properties such as shopping centres,
retail parks or hypermarkets across Germany. We
cover all risk classes, work with all common investment vehicles and oversee properties throughout

every phase of their lifecycle. Our five business
lines – investment, asset management, fund management, redevelopment and advisory – allow us
to offer our institutional and semi-institutional investors comprehensive portfolio and real estate
management.

assets under
management
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ABOUT REDOS

Partnership through co-investment

Adding value through revitalisation

Together with our partners, we acquire large-scale
retail properties with development potential throughout
Germany. We increase the value of properties systematically and sustainably through active, forwardlooking asset management.

We see professional revitalisation as an opportunity to increase the value of retail properties over the
long term. Together with our tenants, we develop
forward-looking space and utilisation concepts. As a
result, we sustainably secure the value of the properties while systematically leveraging potential for value
enhancement.

All investment vehicles

Broad tenant network

We work with all common investment vehicles and offer both individual mandate and fund solutions to our
investors. In a third-party AIFM mandate with Union Investment, for example, we have already launched two
special AIFs focusing on large-scale retail properties in
Germany.

We maintain close contact with all major retail companies and are in a constant dialogue with our tenants.
We tackle challenges such as advancing digitisation
and changing user requirements together with retailers. This close cooperation creates transparency
and security for tenants and investors.

All risk classes

redos property database

We ensure lucrative investment opportunities for our
investors across the entire risk spectrum (core, coreplus, value-add and opportunistic). The relatively attractive risk-return profile continues to make investing
in large-scale retail properties extremely worthwhile.

Our “ROB” property database gives us access to comprehensive, up-to-date information on around 18,000
retail locations throughout Germany. Combined with
our extensive local expertise, this allows us to find the
right property for every investor and every investment
strategy.

square metres

930
managed
leases

property database
„ROB“ with

percentages: increase 2018 compared to 2017

4

target volume for
special AIF I+II

managed rental space
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LEADING IN
RETAIL REAL
ESTATE
Experienced investor and asset manager in an
asset class with considerable potential
Picture source: JLL

Retail park in Goslar

Large-scale retail properties are our passion. We have
focused exclusively on the retail asset class for more
than 20 years. We firmly believe in its potential even
though – indeed, precisely because – it is continuously changing.
Bricks-and-mortar retail is currently seeing the biggest
transformation there has ever been in this segment.
The advance of digitisation is an opportunity to get
even closer to the customer, enhance existing concepts and services and, ultimately, position properties
as more attractive, more varied and more sustainable. This is accompanied by considerable potential for
optimising and increasing value. Achieving this means
adapting to trends such as changing user behaviour.
Accordingly, the requirements in terms of the successful management and enhancement of the corresponding properties are extremely high. This calls for
a well-connected team of interdisciplinary specialists
who can perfectly understand, comprehensively analyse and leverage the potential of the asset class.
As an experienced investor and active asset manager,
we possess outstanding market knowledge. This allows us to respond flexibly to property price develop-
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LEADING IN RETAIL REAL ESTATE

ments at all times, optimally control existing risks and
get the best out of every investment in light of changing customer requirements or new digital trends. Our
indepth analyses and broad range of services enable
us to identify potential at an early stage while systematically and comprehensively adding value. In addition to an experienced asset management team, redos
has many years of expertise in the development, revitalisation and repositioning of large-scale retail properties – a service that is needed more than ever.

We shape properties for the
future
Many of today’s properties no longer meet consumers'
and tenants' requirements. We know exactly how to
shape them for the future and how to sustainably develop them into meeting points for social interaction
with a wide variety of cross-media shopping, food and
leisure options. We develop a sustainable revitalisation
concept for each property in line with the changes in
customers’ shopping patterns, thereby not only ensuring long-term value protection, but also achieving
significant added value.

Our investment profile
Our acquisitions focus on largescale retail properties in Germany.
We examine every location right
down to the smallest detail. Our
motto is quality over quantity. We
acquire various types of properties
through our joint ventures and for
our special funds.

“

We are thus able to sign purchase
agreements without any financing
reservations. Our purchase agreements also very rarely feature advisory body reservations. We offer
the sellers of retail properties a
high degree of transaction security
at all times.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shopping centres
Hybrid shopping centres
Mixed-use properties
Retail parks
Department stores
Hypermarkets
DIY stores
Convenience retail
centres
Consumer markets
Supermarkets
Commercial properties

As a client, redos is a real partner. The team is very professional
and highly specialised in many ways. Even for complex legal issues,
there are competent contact persons who know what they are doing
and work with you even on details. Accordingly, the cooperation is
				
very strong and trusting. 				
									Dr. Holger Iversen
									Partner
									Latham & Watkins LLP

OUR INVESTMENT PROFILE
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OUR TEAM
Highly specialised employees
in Hamburg and Lohmar

redos is growing all the time. We now have 47 highly
specialised employees at our locations in Hamburg
and Lohmar. And we continue to seek talented and
motivated new colleagues.
As an employer, it is important to us to create a
working atmosphere defined by motivation, passion
and the desire to design and implement the best
possible solutions for our customers and business
partners together. This is why we are committed to
trust-based cooperation and interaction on an equal
footing. Honestly, transparently and fairly – this is

how we work both internally and with our external
partners. We firmly believe this philosophy is a key
element of our growth and our success.
We give every employee the opportunity to take on
responsibility and actively contribute to our company’s development as part of a team with flat hierarchies and a pronounced hands-on mentality. As well
as individual advancement, it is equally important
for us to maintain and continuously strengthen team
spirit among our employees.

During our summer party,
we took a speedboat ride through
the Port of Hamburg.

[ above and bottom left ] Team members and
guests on our new rooftop terrace
[ left ] Glance at one of our conference rooms
[ bottom right ] Our new team kitchen

47
employees
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OUR TEAM

OUR TEAM
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Plan: MAAS & PARTNER | Visualisations: bloomimages

Visualisation of the new "Market Gallery" – a central marketplace at Rhein-Ruhr Zentrum

RHEIN-RUHR
ZENTRUM
A new shopping and leisure destination in the Ruhr area

2017

2018

2019

2020

2022

Acquisition of the
centre, the Karstadt
Arkaden and the
adjacent office
tower

Transfer
of ownership

Submission
of building
application

Start of renovation
work while centre
remains open

Grand
reopening
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RHEIN-RUHR ZENTRUM

With the Rhein-Ruhr Zentrum in Mülheim an der Ruhr,
we are currently developing what is probably one of the
most exciting and promising retail locations in Germany. Together with Morgan Stanley Real Estate Investing, we bought the centre as well as the Karstadt Arkaden and the adjacent office tower, thus succeeding
in uniting all parts of the site under a single ownership
structure for the first time. Following the transfer of
ownership in 2018, we now have an excellent starting
point for the repositioning of the centre, which opened
in 1973. The planned refurbishment is our largest to
date and one of the most comprehensive anywhere in
Germany at present.
The Rhein-Ruhr Zentrum offers huge development and
value enhancement potential. Firstly, because it is one
of the largest modernisation projects in Germany with
a total rental area of around 140,000 square metres
and secondly, because the Ruhr area has one of the
largest catchment areas in Germany with a population
of around five million, as well as attracting people from

neighbouring countries. We intend to systematically
leverage this potential with a fully fledged new concept. To achieve this, we are focusing on shopping,
food, sports and entertainment experiences in equal
measure. These will be found in four different themed
galleries in the center.

Themed galleries for shopping,
food, sports and entertainment
One of the main reasons for modernising the RheinRuhr Zentrum is to strengthen the quality of local
amenities in the property while adding fresh highlights
by integrating modern brands with omni-channel potential. By optimising the existing industry and tenant
mix, we want to attract new customer groups as well
as secure the regular share of customers. The planned
new “Fashion Gallery” will cater to both regional and
international tastes and address all age groups. However, shopping is just one of many options at the
“Shopping Centre 4.0”.

RHEIN-RUHR ZENTRUM
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redos & Morgan Stanley –
a story of success dating
back almost a decade
Through our joint venture with Morgan
Stanley Real Estate Investing, we have
been successfully investing in the value add
and opportunistic risk classes since 2009.
The volume of the individual and portfolio
transactions we jointly conducted to date
totals an impressive 2.5 billion euros.

[ above ] Visualisation of the “Event Gallery” that will combine food and entertainment
[ below ] Visualisation of the new east entrance

The Rhein-Ruhr Zentrum will thus also become a place where people are happy to spend their leisure time.
With this in mind, the planned “Market Gallery” on the
ground floor of the two-storey building will become
a lively and open new meeting point – a true market
place. By integrating various market stalls we are creating an inviting place to spend time, with styling and
design reflecting the urban character of the region.

A new draw for customers in
the city
Food and entertainment will also be newly prioritised.
An extensive “Event Gallery” across two floors will offer a world of culinary experiences, a multiplex cinema
and various event spaces. As the opening hours of the
“Event Gallery” will be longer than those of the shopping centre, we are creating a new draw for customers
and ensuring that the building remains integrated into
the urban structures until late in the evening. The ser-

vice range is completed by a multifaceted “Sports Gallery” featuring an indoor football pitch, fan shops for
the clubs in the Ruhr area and integrated new media.
When developing our innovative concept, we also included the Karstadt Arkaden and the adjacent office
tower. Various usage concepts are currently being developed for this landmark high-rise, which is located
directly on the A 40 highway and can be seen for miles
around. These include options with “Confertainment”
approach – e.g. a hotel, opportunities to relax as well
as conference rooms and event spaces – but also for
the use as an office or medical centre. Our objective:
The intelligent combination of a wide range of services
at the location to turn the Rhein-Ruhr Zentrum into one
of the leading shopping and leisure destinations in the
Ruhr area, as well as positioning it as one of Germany’s most popular retail and entertainment locations in
the long term.

PROJECT PARTNERS:

590

200

million euros
total
investment
volume

million euros
refurbishment
volume

140,000

200

5,000

square metres
total
rental area

stores and
restaurants

free parking
spaces

Project development and
letting: HLG, Münster
Architects:
MAAS & PARTNER, Münster
Project controlling:
Drees & Sommer, Hamburg
Centre management:
ECE, Hamburg

“

Thanks to its high degree of specialisation, redos possesses excellent
knowledge of the market and a detailed understanding of the specifics
of the retail industry. This is accompanied by a pronounced entrepreneurial spirit that is reflected in highly motivated teams and a positive,
practice-based approach. redos places great value on sustainable partnerships. This is something we greatly appreciate, and we intend
to continue to expand our long-standing, trust-based cooperation. 		

			
								
							Henrie W. Kötter
							Chief Investment Officer | Managing Director
							
ECE Projektmanagement GmbH & Co. KG
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RHEIN-RUHR ZENTRUM

RHEIN-RUHR ZENTRUM
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HAVELPARK
DALLGOW
An attractive new meeting point for young and old

Although renovation work at Havelpark Dallgow is still
in progress, the face of the shopping centre on the
outskirts of Berlin in the Havelland district of Brandenburg has already changed significantly in the past year.
Highly visible entrance areas with an open design and
a harmonised colour and material concept combine
with a natural oak texture to give Havelpark Dallgow an
inviting and friendly appearance. Since 2017, we have
been converting the location, which used to be partly
retail warehouses, into a contemporary hybrid shopping centre in order to shape it for the future. We made
considerable progress with the modernisation in 2018.
In addition to the colour and design concept, we significantly expanded the range of stores and restaurants.
Well-known retailers like OLYMP & HADES and DEPOT
have moved in, and customers can now choose from
a greater variety of culinary options. One of the main
objectives was to make the range of services more
diverse while adopting more of a regional focus. This
will increase identification with the centre – an important factor in making the Havelpark a popular shopping
destination for customers in the long term.

The removal of a former DIY store has enabled us to
enlarge the perceptible mall and create numerous flexible smaller spaces. That allowed us to increase the
number of stores and restaurants to 98. Alongside
a wider range of stores, the centre will offer a more
comfortable shopping experience thanks to improved
guidance and signage and optimised access routes
such as the escalator that is now located at the heart
of the centre.
The fully renovated Havelpark is expected to be completed in spring 2019. With this comprehensive new
concept, we are helping to ensure that the location
remains a popular meeting point for young and old in
the future, combining shopping and leisure activities
with the varied attractions of the Havelland region.
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Along with Kaufpark Eiche, Kaufpark Nickern
in Dresden and Brandenburger Einkaufszentrum Wust, Havelpark Dallgow belongs to the
“Christie” portfolio, which we have managed
since 2013 and added to our portfolio in late
2016 as a co-investor with Madison International Realty. The four centres have a total rental
area of 218,000 square metres. Our experts
are responsible for portfolio and asset management. By comprehensively modernising all
of the centres, we are increasing the value of
the properties over the long term.

PROJECT PARTNERS:

[ above ] The new appearance
of Havepark Dallgow
[ right ] H&M will relocate within
the centre to reopen with
a modern store concept.

HAVELPARK DALLGOW

redos & Madison
International Realty – the
repositioning of a portfolio

Project developer: HLG, Münster
General contractor: sgi, Strempel & Große
Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH, Berlin
Architects: MAAS & PARTNER, Münster
Centre management: URW, Düsseldorf

HAVELPARK DALLGOW
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Plan: MAAS & PARTNER | Visualisation: Renderfriends

BRANDENBURGER
EINKAUFSZENTRUM WUST
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free parking
spaces

“

We worked together effectively with redos several times over recent
years and found both management and employees extremely competent.
As a joint-venture partner for extensive refurbishments of large shopping centres, the retail property specialist has demonstrated excellent
know-how in the field. We are looking forward to a continued trusting
partnership of equals. 										

		
								Peter

Axmann
								Head of Real Estate Clients
								Hamburg Commercial Bank
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EINKAUFSZENTRUM WUST

Shaping an established centre for the future

[ left ] Key aspects of the centre's modernisation
are its new appearance as well as new brands.

With Brandenburger Einkaufszentrum Wust, we are
shaping another renowned retail location for the
future. The centre has been established for more
than 25 years but had become outdated, not least
because of an investment backlog in the past. We
are changing this by converting the location into an
attractive, varied and accessible centre for the whole
family. As well as expanding the range of stores and
restaurants, our aim is to make the centre more inviting and enhance the quality of its amenities for
visitors.
A key aspect of the centre’s modernisation is its
new appearance. The passageways are being optimised, the bathroom renovated and the ceilings redesigned. Through the closure of retail space that is
no longer required we are reducing the numbers of
entrances to three friendly open areas. These measures are far more than just cosmetic. After all, we
want Einkaufszentrum Wust to be a meeting point
with an appealing atmosphere for all generations.

Wider range of shopping and
food options
In addition to the quality of stay, we are also optimising
and expanding the shopping and gastronomy offering. Like many shopping centres in Germany, Brandenburger Einkaufszentrum Wust has a pronounced
local amenity function thanks to its strong offering in
the food segment and a good mix of stores, but it no
longer provides what customers and visitors expect in

terms of a modern shopping experience. Accordingly,
we have developed a new space concept for the total
rental area of around 40,000 square metres. Although
the centre already has an attractive mix of tenants, we
intend to close the remaining gaps with strong new
partners. For example, MODEPARK RÖTHER with its
wide range of brands is taking around 6,000 square
metres and will expand the offer in the fashion segment. Further existing core tenants with good credit
standing, like Kaufland and DEICHMANN, have been
supplemented by new tenants such as JEANS FRITZ
and CAMP DAVID.
We have created space for new tenants by combining
smaller, outdated rental units. In addition, we offer
existing tenants like KiK, TEDi and INTERSPORT the
possibility to realise new, modern store concepts on
a larger scale. The toom DIY store on the shopping
centre site had already secured its location for the long
term prior to the start of the refurbishment and has
extensively modernised its own space. The reopening
of Brandenburger Einkaufszentrum Wust is scheduled
for the fourth quarter of 2019.

PROJECT PARTNERS:
Project developer: HLG, Münster
General contractor: UNDKRAUSS, Berlin
Architects: MAAS & PARTNER, Münster
Centre management: URW, Düsseldorf

EINKAUFSZENTRUM WUST
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OUTSTANDING
PORTFOLIOS

“

redos is a highly experienced and professional
investor with an entrepreneurial approach. Our recent
interaction with the team on the Olymp transaction
was open and cooperative, making it a success for all
stakeholders. We look forward to expanding our
partnership further in the future.
					Thilo Wagner

					Managing Director | Investment Germany
					Nuveen Real Estate

Acquisitions for our special AIFs

“Olymp” portfolio
We currently manage two special AIFs on behalf of
Union Investment: “Redos Einzelhandel Deutschland”
and “Redos Einzelhandel Deutschland II”. We are responsible for fund, asset and transaction management
and are the first point of contact for market participants such as property sellers and tenants. Union Investment raised the equity and handles fund administration under a third-party AIFM mandate. Both of the

special AIFs invest in large-scale core and core plus
retail properties across Germany. We made further
outstanding acquisitions in 2018, such as the "Olymp"
portfolio. The assets managed by the funds are currently worth 1.3 billion euros. The portfolio comprises
69 locations throughout Germany and a total rental
area of around 646,000 square metres.

Picture source: Nuveen Real Estate

Durlach Center Karlsruhe

REDOS
EINZELHANDEL
DEUTSCHLAND

REDOS
EINZELHANDEL
DEUTSCHLAND II

INVESTORS
Institutional investors

INVESTORS
Institutional investors

FUND, ASSET AND
TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT
redos

FUND, ASSET AND
TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT
redos

THIRD-PARTY AIFM
Union Investment

THIRD-PARTY AIFM
Union Investment

LAUNCHED
June 2014

LAUNCHED
September 2017

TARGET VOLUME
around 600 million euros

TARGET VOLUME
1 billion euros

INVESTED VOLUME
538.8* million euros

INVESTED VOLUME
756.6* million euros

In the fourth quarter of 2018, we acquired the “Olymp”
portfolio of eleven retail parks and hybrid centres for
“Redos Einzelhandel Deutschland II” – thereby securing one of the most attractive and best quality retail
portfolios available on the market in the past year. It
comprises a total rental area of 141,000 square metres.
The properties include the Durlach Center in Karlsruhe, Norder Tor in Norden near Emden and the

Allende-Center in Berlin-Köpenick. The portfolio has
an occupancy rate of more than 98%. Core tenants include Kaufland, real, EDEKA, REWE, PENNY, ROSSMANN, SATURN, dm-drogerie markt and expert. All
of these chains have signed long-term lease renewals.
We now intend to work with the retailers to systematically leverage potential by developing modern, customer-oriented space concepts.

“Bordeaux” portfolio
With “Bordeaux”, we acquired an outstanding seed
portfolio for “Redos Einzelhandel Deutschland II” in
late 2017. The ten retail parks are located in towns and
cities such as Hanau, Kehl and Mülheim an der Ruhr.
The portfolio comprises a total rental area of around
101,000 square metres. All of the tenants, which include Kaufland, EDEKA, real and REWE, have signed
long-term leases. Transfer of ownership took place in
February 2018. We now intend to optimise the individual locations and leverage the existing rental and
value appreciation potential.
City Center Kehl

* As of February 2019
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SPECIAL AIF

PORTFOLIO PURCHASES
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REDOS
ON THE ROAD
Our experts at key industry events
Copyright: Christian Roy

redos is regularly represented at industry gatherings.
In 2018, our management team again attended numerous national and international industry events including MIPIM, EXPO REAL, Deutscher Fachmarkt-Immobilienkongress (German Retail Warehouse Property
Congress), MAPIC and various events organised
amongst others by the German Council of Shopping
Centers. We seek a targeted exchange with other industry participants in order to discuss the trends and
topics driving the sector. Examples include our cocktail reception at MAPIC, which we organised together

Picture source: KD Busch

with bulwiengesa and Drees & Sommer, as well as discussions about the best way to reach customers at
EXPO REAL or the opportunities and challenges of the
German real estate industry at MAPIC.
redos will attend various events again in 2019.
Details can be found at
redos.de/en/category/events.

[ top right ] The new GCSC board
(from left to right): Harald Ortner,
Christine Hager and Markus Trojansky
[ all other pictures ] Impressions
from our cocktail reception with
Drees & Sommer and bulwiengesa
at MAPIC

Christine Hager appointed
as new GCSC chair
Christine Hager, Managing Director / Head of Shopping
Center Asset Management at redos, was unanimously
appointed as the new chair of the German Council of
Shopping Centers e.V. (GCSC) at the association’s
general meeting in September 2018. Christine Hager
is only the second woman to stand at the helm of
GCSC in its 25-year history. We are delighted at our
colleague’s success and intend to make use of the
impulses she gives the industry through her work for
the GCSC to benefit redos.

redos on social networks
Follow us for our impressions of trade fairs and other
important industry events, market assessments,
insights into our company, major transactions, new
partnerships and current job postings at
linkedin.com/company/redos
xing.com/companies/redos
twitter.com/redosRealEstate
facebook.com/redosRealEstate

Copyright: Christian Roy
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REDOS ON THE ROAD

Copyright: Christian Roy

REDOS ON THE ROAD
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OUTLOOK
Revitalisation remains the watchword

When it comes to the development of retail, digitisation
is the subject on everyone’s lips. It is after all leading
to unprecedented upheaval. However, digitisation is
too often thought of as signalling the end of bricksand-mortar retail. In fact, the latest figures from the
Handelsverband Deutschland (HDE, German Retail
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OUTLOOK

Federation) show that turnover in stationary retail in
Germany increased by a further 1.5% year-on-year in
nominal terms in 2018. HDE is also forecasting nominal growth of 1.2% in 2019.

In other words, despite the occasionally disruptive nature of the changes taking place, bricks-and-mortar
retail is in good health and there are no signs of a reversal of this trend. Indeed, stationary retail will remain
the key point of contact for customers in most product
categories in 2019. With this in mind, the asset class
will continue to offer attractive investment opportunities. We see particularly good investment prospects
for the core-plus and value-add segment, and we will
continue to expand our own portfolio in these areas.
Germany is home to many properties with considerable potential for value appreciation. A comprehensive
analysis of the available product requires specialists
that can identify this potential at an early stage and
systematically leverage it. Owners and operators will
need to work with retailers to drive ahead the transfor-

mation of the industry, as this is the only way to create
sustainable locations with a destination character that
combine local amenities and shopping with entertainment in order to successfully address customers as
part of an omni-channel approach.
As such, the revitalisation of retail properties – which
is precisely one of our strengths – is and will remain
the watchword for 2019. The redos Group is thus optimistic on the year ahead. Not only because we firmly
believe in the asset class, but also because we are set
to reach some important milestones in 2019, including
the completion of Havelpark Dallgow and Brandenburger Einkaufszentrum Wust and the submission of the
building application for the Rhein-Ruhr Zentrum. We
are looking forward to an exciting and successful year
with our investors, partners and colleagues.

OUTLOOK
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